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Stygian St. Martin's Press
A stunning and suspenseful new
landscape emerges in the thrilling
Dark-Hunter world—a world
where nothing will ever be the same
again. . . Fang Kattalakis isn't just a
wolf. He is the brother of two of
the most powerful members of the
Omegrion: the ruling council that
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enforces the laws of the Were-
Hunters. And when war erupts
among the lycanthropes, sides must
be chosen. Enemies are forced into
shaky alliances. And when the
woman Fang loves is accused of
betraying her people, her only hope
is that Fang believes in her. Yet in
order to save her, Fang must break
the law of his people and the faith of
his brothers. That breech could very
well spell the end of both their races
and change their world forever. The
war is on and time is running out...
Devil May Cry
Macmillan
The Dark-Hunters are
ancient warriors who
have sworn to protect
mankind and the fate

of the world is in
their hands. . . He
is solitude. He is
darkness. He is the
ruler of the night.
Yet Kyrian of Thrace
has just woken up
handcuffed to his
worst nightmare: An
accountant. Worse,
she's being hunted by
one of the most
lethal vampires out
there. And if Amanda
Devereaux goes down,
then he does too. But
it's not just their
lives that are
hanging in the

balance. Kyrian and
Amanda are all that
stands between
humanity and
oblivion. Let's hope
they win.
Cloak & Silence Macmillan
Simone Dubois, a medical
examiner with the unique
power to read the minds of
the wrongfully dead, is
surprised to find herself
helping Dream-Hunter
Xypher, who has one month
as a human to redeem
himself or face eternal
damnation.

Sins of the Night Macmillan
A New York Times bestseller!
#1 New York Times bestselling
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author Sherrilyn Kenyon brings
us back to the astonishing world
of the Dark-Hunters in Stygian,
with a hero misunderstood by
many...but most of all by
himself. Born before man
recorded time, I lived for
thousands of years believing
myself to be something I’m
not. Someone I’m not. Lied
to and betrayed by gods,
Daimons and Dark-Hunters,
I’ve struggled to find my way
in a world where I’ve been
cursed since the moment I was
prematurely ripped from my
mother and planted into the
womb of an innocent woman
who thought me her son.

Trained as a slayer and
predator, I learned to fit in and
stay low. To become a tool for
evil. Until I was sent to kill the
one woman I couldn’t. My
hesitation cost her her life. Or
so I thought. In an act of
betrayal that makes all the
others pale in comparison,
I’ve learned that this world is
an illusion and that my Phoebe
still lives. Now I will have to
travel into the very pits of
Hades to try and save her, even
as everyone around me
attempts to steal what little soul
I have left. There’s only one
person at my back and I’m
not sure I can trust her either,

for she was born of an enemy
race. Yet sometimes the road to
redemption is one that singes us
to our very core. And if I fail to
find the answers I need to save
Phoebe, more than just my wife
will die. We will lose the world.
Both human and Daimon. At
the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Retribution Macmillan
In the war against vampires,
mankind has only one hope:
The Dark-Hunters. Ancient
warriors who died of brutal
betrayal, the Dark-Hunters
have sworn themselves into
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the service of the goddess
Artemis to protect us. It's a
pact with pretty good perks.
Immortality, power, psychic
abilities, wealth and a cool
wardrobe. But it comes with
a few drawbacks: fatal sun
poisoning and a new,
irreparable dental problem.
But aside from the fangs and
nocturnal lifestyle, it's not so
bad. In this volume, the
adventure continues with
Talon and Sunshine as they
face off against the Greek
and Celtic gods bent on
making a major comeback.
Dragonsworn St. Martin's
Press

Out of all the mysterious
boarders who call Sanctuary
home, no one is more
antisocial or withdrawn than
Maxis Drago. But then, it's hard
to blend in with the modern
world when you have a fifty
foot wingspan. Centuries ago,
he was cursed by an enemy
who swore to see him fall. An
enemy who took everything
from him and left him forever
secluded. But Fate is a bitch,
with a wicked sense of humor.
And when she throws old
enemies together and
threatens the wife he thought
had died centuries ago, he
comes back with a vengeance.
Modern day New Orleans has
become a battleground for the

oldest of evils. And two dragons
will hold the line, or go down in
flames, in Dragonbane, the
next explosive Dark-Hunter
novel from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Sherrilyn
Kenyon.
The Dark-Hunter St.
Martin's Press
In the war against
vampires, mankind has
only one hope: The Dark-
Hunters. Ancient warriors
who died of brutal
betrayal, the Dark-Hunters
have sworn themselves
into the service of the
goddess Artemis to
protect us. It’s a pact with
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pretty good perks.
Immortality, power,
psychic abilities, wealth
and a cool wardrobe. But it
comes with a few
drawbacks: fatal sun
poisoning and a new,
irreparable dental
problem. But aside from
the fangs and nocturnal
lifestyle, it’s not so bad.
Until Kyrian meets the
most frightening thing
imaginable. An accountant
who’s being hunted by
one of the most lethal
vampires out there. If
Amanda Devereaux goes

down, so does he and no
offense, he doesn’t want
to die (hence the whole
immortality thing). And he
doesn’t want humanity
dead either which is a
good thing for us since he
and Amanda are all that
stands between us and
oblivion. Let’s hope they
win. From the wild
imagination of Sherrilyn
Kenyon comes the
humorous and
suspenseful manga debut
of the #1 internationally
bestselling Dark-Hunter
series. The world of

manga will never be the
same again.
Night Pleasures St. Martin's
Paperbacks
As an ancient Sumerian god,
Sin was one of the most
powerful among his pantheon.
. . Until the night Artemis
brutally stole his godhood and
left him for dead. For
millennia, this ex-god turned
Dark-Hunter has dreamed only
of regaining his powers and
seeking revenge on Artemis. If
only life were that simple.
Unfortunately he has bigger
fish--or in Sin's case--demons,
to fry. The lethal gallu that
were buried by his pantheon
are now stirring and they are
hungry for human flesh. Their
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goal is to destroy mankind and
anyone else who gets in their
way. Sin is the only one who
can stop them—that is if a
certain woman doesn't kill him
first. Unfortunately, Sin
discovers that now he must
rely on her or witness an
annihilation of biblical
proportions. Enemies have
always made strange
bedfellows, but never more so
than when the fate of the world
hangs in the balance. Now a
man who knows only betrayal
must trust the one person most
likely to hand him to the
demons. Artemis may have
stolen his godhood, but this
one has stolen his heart. The
only question is will she keep it

or feed it to the ones who want
him dead?
Night Embrace St. Martin's
Griffin
Stryker, the adopted brother
of the Dark-Hunter Acheron,
prepares to lead an army of
demons and vampires
against the entire human
race and annihilate the Dark-
Hunters, but the arrival of
his ex-wife Zephyra throws
his plans awry.
Styxx St. Martin's Press
Skeptic photographer Josette
reluctantly takes employment
with a paranormal group
before being drawn to
condemned immortal
Cadegan, whose inner demon

is determined to consume
Josette's soul.
Acheron Oliver-Heber
books
Centuries ago, Illarion
was betrayed– a dragon
made human against his
will, then forced to serve
humanity as a
dragonmount in their
army, and to fight for them
in barbaric wars, even
while he hated everything
about them. Enslaved and
separated from everyone
he knew and from his own
dragon brothers, he was
forced into exile in a fey
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realm where he lost the
only thing he ever really
loved. Now he has a
chance to regain what’s
been lost— to have the one
thing he covets most. But
only if he gives up his
brothers and forsakes the
oaths he holds most dear.
Yet what terrifies him most
isn’t the cost his
happiness might incur, it’s
the fact that there is just
enough human in his
dragon’s heart that he
might actually be willing to
pay it and betray
everything and everyone–

to see the entire world burn
in Dragonmark, the next
blockbuster Dark-Hunter
novel by #1 New York
Timesbestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon.
Eve of Destruction Macmillan
In New York Times bestselling
author Alexandra Ivy’s thrilling
new romance, a vicious evil
stalks two Guardians of
Eternity, waiting to attack
where they never expected . . .
Becoming a vampire nearly
killed Satin. After decades in
hiding to reach fighting
strength, she swore never to
be weak again. Instead, she
flings herself into the joys of
life. Like “combat practice”

with Marco, the owner of the
wildest club outside of
Chicago. Getting a workout
with the sizzling Were is the
ultimate no-strings-attached
pleasure. Until a chaos-
strewing demon leaves Satin
with an impossible, infuriating
diagnosis: Vampires don’t get
pregnant. Marco prides himself
on being the perfect
Were—strong, savage, and
barely housetrained. But with
Satin gone on her mysterious
quest, he’s compelled to
follow. This raven-haired
warrior might be his mate for
all eternity. But a dark
presence hovers around her. If
Marco and Satin can’t solve its
riddle in time, there won’t be
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any future to worry about . . .
Upon The Midnight Clear
Macmillan
In the war against vampires,
mankind has only one hope:
The Dark-Hunters. Ancient
warriors who died of brutal
betrayal, the Dark-Hunters
have sworn themselves into
the service of the goddess
Artemis to protect us. It's a
pact with pretty good perks.
Immortality, power, psychic
abilities, wealth and a cool
wardrobe. But it comes with a
few drawbacks: fatal sun
poisoning and a new,
irreparable dental problem.
But aside from the fangs and
nocturnal lifestyle, it's not so
bad. Kyrian is an immortal

Dark-Hunter who just lost his
Dark-Hunter powers and along
with it, his immortality. Now he
is faced with the chance to
regain not only his humanity,
but his very soul. The problem
is, it couldn't have happened at
a worse time. Desiderius is
closing in and if Kyrian and
Amanda are going to save
humanity then Kyrian must
take the war to his enemy or it
may be too late.
Time Untime St. Martin's
Press
Dear Reader, Life is great for
me. I have my chicory coffee,
my warm beignets, and my
best friend on the cell phone.
Once the sun goes down, I am
the baddest thing prowling the

night: I command the elements,
and I know no fear. For
centuries, I've protected the
innocent and watched over the
mankind, making sure they are
safe in a world where nothing
is ever certain. All I want in
return is a hot babe in a red
dress, who wants nothing more
from me then one night.
Instead, I get a runaway Mardi
Gras float that tries to turn me
into roadkill and a beautiful
woman who saves my life but
can't remember where she put
my pants. Flamboyant and
extravagant, Sunshine
Runningwolf should be the
perfect woman for me. She
wants nothing past tonight, no
ties, no long-term
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commitments. But every time I
look at her, I start yearning for
dreams that I buried centuries
ago. With her unconventional
ways and ability to baffle me,
Sunshine is the one person I
find myself needing. But for me
to love her would mean her
death. I am cursed never to
know peace or happiness-not
so long as my enemy waits in
the night to destroy us both.
--Talon of the Morrigantes
Bad Moon Rising St.
Martin's Press
A latest entry in the best-
selling series finds a battle-
weary Nick pulled into an
alternate reality where his
mother has married his

mentor and his Atlantean god
best friend is a human geek
who helps Nick realize the
relative nature of pain and
the benefits of his powers.
Dead Ever After St. Martin's
Press
In a world so dark and
seductive, expect nothing less
than a triple-cross in this
explosive Ghostwalker novel
by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Christine
Feehan… In an underground
club, a high-ranking public
official spends his secret
nights indulging in fantasies as
exciting as they are depraved.
For a seductive employee of
the Dungeon, it’s her job to

fulfill them. But she’s playing a
far more dangerous game—one
of blackmail, politics, and
murder that reaches into the
shadow world of the
Ghostwalkers, and the creation
of a spectacular, one-of-a-kind
new weapon of defense. But
when a dictator makes his own
catastrophic moves, the
Ghostwalkers have no choice
but to bring in two major
players—a man and woman
both driven by passion and
revenge. Both expendable.
Both with nothing left to lose.
Dream Chaser Tor Books
THE FINAL NOVEL IN THE
#1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING SOOKIE
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STACKHOUSE SERIES—the
inspiration for the HBO®
original series True Blood.
When a shocking murder
rocks the small town of Bon
Temps, Louisiana, psychic
cocktail waitress Sookie
Stackhouse learns that she
has more than one enemy
waiting to get vengeance for
the past. Beacuse nothing is
ever clear-cut in Bon Temps.
What passes for truth is only
a convenient lie. What
passes for justice is more
spilled blood. And what
passes for love is never
enough...
Acheron Styxx Macmillan

One of the fiercest soldiers the
Phrixians have ever produced,
Maris Sulle has been an
outsider from the moment he
was born different from the rest
of his family. He grew up with a
secret that cost him
everything——his birthright, his
family, and his military career.
In all his life, he's only had one
love, and he has sacrificed his
own happiness to see his best
friend reunited with the woman
he loves. But now that his good
deed is done, he feels lost and
adrift. Even though they do
their best to include him in their
new family, Maris is once again
on the outside looking in. Ture
has spent his life hiding from
everyone around him——his

family, the world, you name
it——while trying desperately to
fit in. Badly hurt by everyone
he's ever known, he trusts no
one except his own best friend.
And honestly, he can't
understand why he trusts her.
Nor can he believe her when
she describes a loyalty
between friends the likes of
which he's never seen. But
when Ture is in his darkest
hour, he's saved by a hero he
thought only existed in novels.
A man who is every bit as
scarred and mistrusting as he
is——one who has no interest in
being dragged into another
relationship with anyone.
Having spent his life as a living
study of doomed relationships,
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Maris is well aware of the
courtship and fiasco that
invariably follows. Still, there is
something about Ture he can't
resist. Something that won't let
him walk away when he knows
he should. But when old
enemies return to threaten
them both, they either have to
stand together or die alone.
The Dark-Hunters, Vol. 4
Penguin
Sherrilyn Kenyon's most
highly-anticipated novel in
the New York Times
bestselling Dark-Hunter
series since Acheron is
here—the unforgettable
story of Styxx, Acheron's

twin brother and one of the
most powerful beings on
earth Just when you
thought doomsday was
over . . . Centuries ago
Acheron saved the human
race by imprisoning an
ancient evil bent on
absolute destruction. Now
that evil has been
unleashed and it is out for
revenge. As the twin to
Acheron, Styxx hasn't
always been on his
brother's side. They've
spent more centuries
going at each other's
throats than protecting

their backs. Now Styxx has
a chance to prove his
loyalty to his brother, but
only if he's willing to trade
his life and future for
Acheron's. The Atlantean
goddess of Wrath and
Misery, Bethany was born
to right wrongs. But it was
never a task she relished.
Until now. She owes
Acheron a debt that she
vows to repay, no matter
what it takes. He will join
their fellow gods in hell
and nothing is going to
stop her. But things are
never what they seem,
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and Acheron is no longer
the last of his line. Styxx
and Acheron must put
aside their past and learn
to trust each other or more
will suffer. Yet it's hard to
risk your own life for
someone who once tried
to take yours, even when
it's your own twin, and
when loyalties are skewed
and no one can be trusted,
not even yourself, how do
you find a way back from
the darkness that wants to
consume the entire world?
One that wants to start by
devouring your very soul?

Dance With the Devil
Lyrical Press
A Dark-Hunter on a
dangerous mission finds
his life and love on the
line when he meets
Dangereuse St. Richard,
a beautiful and distracting
Dark-Hunter who is out to
prevent him from carrying
out his duty to destroy her
friends.
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